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such as OTC trading and dark pools, today’s major
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advances or risk losing clients and market share,

according to a JP Morgan report. Changbing Qu, co-
founder of QuZen Trading, a Hong Kong-based OTC

trading platform, spoke to Handelsblatt Global
about the potential opportunity for blockchain

technology to disrupt the current order matching
infrastructure. Qu noted the added convenience of

an immutable ledger could be the critical
differentiator for blockchain-based trading

platforms, which will make it more convenient to
engage in trading. JPMorgan believes blockchain
technology could be applied to cryptocurrency
trading, mining and post-trade data. Financial

institutions will have to become transparent and
display their order-matching algorithms to the

market, said Qu, who highlighted that with bitcoin
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traders selling orders on the cryptocurrency
exchange and buying orders at the same time,

cryptocurrency OTC markets are the only place for
market makers to price in a liquid way. “In the

future, a number of exchanges and market makers
could emerge, much like Nasdaq Nasdaq Inc or the

Stock Exchange Group. Many traditional
exchanges will either cease to exist, or become

smaller exchanges; this could be a positive
development,” Qu said. “If that’s the case, it will

be up to new exchanges
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